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Six writing prompts  to fire up
your imagination



Welcome to the Writing Prompt Journal! This
little journal is designed to get your wheels
turnin' and burnin' and get that creative well
filled up and flowing.

These prompts are strictly for fun so don't put
any pressure on yourself. There is no wrong or
right way to do this! Wherever your imagination
goes, follow on after it! The first page contains
the graphic with text and the second page is for
you to go for it! 

So grab a glass of water or your favorite
pumpkin spice latte, or maybe a nice warm cup
of coco or coffee. Grab your favorite notebook
and pen or get your fingers ready for your
keyboard. Settle in. Take a breath. And
remember to have fun!

Hey there,  hel lo !

xoxoBethany Hensel
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And they lived
happily ever after.
Until my soldiers

arrived.





I saw her in the mirror and loved her quite
immediately. I was powerless and she knew

it. That's how she was able to subdue me
so quickly.





Your lips make the gods weep. Your eyes
make the sky jealous. Where you go, worlds

burst with envy.





Said the bunny to the bear,





Shopping List:
Basil
Salt

1/4 tablespoon saliva
3 wisps brown hair







Bethany is an editor, writer and teacher. She has been
working with writers for over 13 years and recently launched
The Confident Writer Podcast, dedicated to helping people
get back their confidence and joy of writing. Bethany's
teaching style is down-to-earth and her advice is both
practical and actionable so then anyone can benefit from her
work and write the story they've always wanted to. And
confidently.

Follow her for daily doses of inspiration and motivation at:

instagram.com/bethanyhensel13
twitter.com/bethanyhensel.13

And be sure to subscribe to her newsletter at
bethanyhensel.com to not only receive the latest updates,
behind the scenes fun, extras and giveaways, but also
immediately get the free masterclass: The Five Most Toxic
Lies That Hold Writers Back...And How to Finally Break
Free Of Them as well as a library of freebies.

Finally, if you want be a part of a wonderful community of
writers who are all about that joyful creativity (and get a
chance to chat with Bethany directly) than definitely join the
private Confident Writer Slack channel. 
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